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PART I OVERVIEW AND STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Overview 

[1] The applicant, James Beaver, relies upon and adopts the contents of the Memorandum of

Argument filed by his co-applicant, Brian Lambert in its entirety. As outlined in Mr. Lambert’s

Memorandum, the applicants were convicted of manslaughter in the death of their roommate. At

trial, the sole issue was the admissibility of their police statements. In addition to the two issues

set out in Mr. Lambert’s Memorandum, Mr. Beaver seeks leave to appeal on a further question

relating to the voluntariness of his statement. Given the interconnectedness between this issue and

those jointly advanced within Mr. Lambert’s Memorandum, only the additional facts and

arguments related to this voluntariness issue are outlined herein.

[2] During his nearly 15 hours in police custody, Mr. Beaver was never adequately advised of

what was at stake. Initially, there was a complete absence  information;  he was advised only that

he was being detained for “whatever’s going on in there.” The officer followed this statement with

laughter, fully extinguishing remaining seriousness to his situation.1 Two hours later, Det. Hossack

failed to remedy Mr. Beaver’s state of ignorance – instead, she encouraged it. She assured him

nothing had changed from what he was previously told, being arrested for murder did not mean he

would be charged, police were just trying to figure out what happened and, “in a cautionary way,”

they have to Charter everyone.2 At no time did Det. Hossack ever advise Mr. Beaver that he did

not have to speak with her or caution him of the consequences of doing so.

[3] The circumstances of Mr. Beaver’s statement fell squarely within the “meaningful choice”

considerations required by the modern-day confessions rule and also raised the precise false

confession risks discussed by this Court in R. v. Oickle. However, neither issue raised a doubt

about the voluntariness of his statement for the trial court – a determination later endorsed by the

Alberta Court of Appeal. In their respective reasons, both lower courts heavily emphasized what

1 Exhibit VD-8: Transcript of In-Car Video from Transport of Mr. Beaver, p. 5/17-19. [“Transcript 
of In-Car Video”] [TAB D2(a)] 
2 Exhibit VD-10: Transcript of Statement of Mr. Beaver, pp. 5/19 – 6/8. [“Statement of Mr. 
Beaver”] [TAB D2(b)] 
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Mr. Beaver could reasonably be supposed to have understood about his legal jeopardy.3 Even 

without a caution from Det. Hossack and without a call to counsel, both courts were satisfied 

having found “a dead body in [his] home” provided Mr. Beaver with sufficient information about 

his potential jeopardy – even if finding a dead body was not a criminal offence. On the basis of 

this presumed knowledge, both courts concluded Mr. Beaver made a meaningful choice to speak 

with the police and that voluntariness had been proven.4 

[4] The requirement that police advise individuals of their potential legal jeopardy is of 

paramount importance to our system of justice. The risks posed by the lower court decisions in 

this case are nothing short of Kafkaesque. Individuals are not expected to make decisions about 

their legal rights on the basis of what they think the police may know or their presumption of why 

the police might be investigating them. It is the police that must provide this information to an 

accused and the Crown who must prove that a detainee made a fully informed and meaningful 

choice to provide a statement. If the protections offered by the modern-day confessions rule are to 

be fully maintained, further guidance is required regarding the underpinnings necessary for a 

meaningful choice.  

Factual Overview 

[5] In addition to his adoption of and reliance upon the Factual and Procedural Overview 

articulated in the Memorandum of Argument filed by Mr. Lambert, Mr. Beaver provides the 

following as additional context relevant to the voluntariness of his police statement.  

Facts Relevant to the Voluntariness of James Beaver’s Police Statement  

[6] Upon entering the interrogation room, Det. Hossack said she knew Mr. Beaver had been 

read “a charter and all that kind of stuff” but she was going to read him it to him again, the same 

way Cst. Husband had before. After assuring him nothing had changed, she advised she was 

“gonna read it again… because she did not know what’s happened.”5 When she said he was under 

arrest for murder, Mr. Beaver reacted with surprise: “I’m under arrest?” Det. Hossack explained 

 
3 R v Beaver, 2020 ABCA 203 [“Appellate Court Memorandum of Judgment”] at paras 27-
31.[TAB B2] 
4 R v Beaver, 2019 ABQB 125 [“Voir Dire Decision”] at para 184. [TAB B1] 
5 Statement of Mr. Beaver, pp. 1/12 – 3/4. See also: Statement of Mr. Beaver, p. 3/19 – 4/3.  
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all this meant was he could not leave and it did not mean he was going to be charged.6 She then 

read Mr. Beaver his right to counsel.7 Mr. Beaver expressed worry he was not “understanding the 

severity” of the situation.8 Det. Hossack replied that someone had been found dead, he was brought 

in because he was there, police needed to figure out what was going on and “in a cautionary way 

we have to charter everyone”.9 In those circumstances, Mr. Beaver advised he did not need a 

lawyer “[r]ight now” and Det. Hossack began her interview without cautioning him.10  

[7] For approximately 12 hours, Det. Hossack treated Mr. Beaver as a witness. This changed 

when she had other officers seize his clothing. When she re-entered the room thereafter, she was 

confrontational and unequivocal – his answers of “I don’t know” would no longer work. She knew 

“for a fact” that they were “bullshit”.11 Neither of them were leaving that room until she got 

answers. While she wanted the truth, the truth of “I can’t remember” would not be good enough.12 

It was in these circumstances that she began asking suggestive questions, with some of which Mr. 

Beaver tentatively agreed. This questioning eventually built a narrative of Mr. Beaver responding 

to an initial attack by the deceased. 

Procedural Overview 

[8] At trial, Mr. Beaver argued his statement was involuntary because he had been deprived of 

the ability to make a meaningful choice about whether or not to speak with police. He argued the 

caution he was read on scene was insufficient given the complete lack of information he was 

provided regarding the extent of his legal jeopardy (i.e. being advised his detention was for 

 
6 Ibid, p. 3/7-10. 
7 Ibid, p. 4/4-20. 
8 Ibid, pp. 4/21 – 5/16. 
9 Statement of Mr. Beaver, pp. 5/19 – 6/8. 
10 Ibid, pp. 7/21 – 8/2. 
11 Ibid, pp. 227/7-8, 221/19 – 224/16, 234/6-8. 
12 Voir Dire Testimony of Det. Hossack, AR 334/38 – 335/13. An example of Mr. Beaver self-

correcting such an answer can be found at pp. 238/18 – 239/3 of the Statement of Mr. Beaver 

where, when asked about the role of Mr. Lambert in this altercation, Mr. Beaver stated said maybe 

he helped, “I don’t remember. I, or I shouldn’t say I don’t remember. I didn’t see.” [Emphasis 

added] 
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“whatever’s going on in there”).  The prejudice arising from this absence of information was 

perpetuated by Det. Hossack, who immediately downplayed Mr. Beaver’s potential jeopardy by 

assuring him that nothing had changed (and by implicitly and explicitly treating him as a witness). 

A reasonable doubt about Mr. Beaver’s ability to make a meaningful choice was further supported 

by Det. Hossack’s failure to caution Mr. Beaver in any way as well as her chosen manner of 

questioning at the time of his inculpatory utterances.13  

Decision of the Trial Court 

[9] The trial court identified threats or promises, oppressive tactics and presence of an 

operating mind as the factors relevant to a voluntariness inquiry.14 It went on to conclude Mr. 

Beaver’s statement was voluntary for the following reasons: 

a. Mr. Beaver “chose to speak to Det. Hossack and provided her with his exculpatory 
explanation of what had happened… …which was not forced out of him.”15  

b. Mr. Beaver “did not say he did not want to tell his side of the story.”16 

c. The caution previously read to Mr. Beaver by Cst. Husband (in relation to 
“whatever’s going on in there”) was sufficient such that Det. Hossack did not have 
to repeat it.17  

 
13 See, for example, the research reviewed research in R v Oickle, 2000 SCC 48 at para 40 regarding 

the heighten risk of false confessions posed by problematic interview techniques that may an 

accused to “become confused, doubt his memory, be temporarily persuaded of his guilt and confess 

to a crime he did not commit.” 
14 Voir Dire Decision, para 94 (and also paras 43-46, wherein the trial court focused upon these 

principles and “means to collapse a person’s will.”). 
15 Ibid, at para 92. [Emphasis original] Note: That the law of voluntariness draws no distinction 

between inculpatory or exculpatory statements was settled by this Court 50 years ago – R v Piche, 

[1971] SCR 23. See also: R v Plaha (2004), 189 OAC 376, where it was recognized that an 

exculpatory utterance may lead to continued communication with police – in part because an 

accused sees no harm in repeating it.  
16 Voir Dire Decision, para 92. 
17 Ibid, paras 92-93. 
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d. Det. Hossack’s interview style was respectful and left the trial court with “no 
concerns with any of the factors that would ‘break the will’ of an accused person”.18 

e. Det. Hossack continued asking of questions until she got answers was consistent 
Singh (i.e. the right to silence does not correlate to a right not to be spoken to by 
state authorities), particularly because she “simply wanted Mr. Beaver to confirm 
the information she had received [from the homicide team].”19 

[10] Mr. Beaver’s contention that he did not know why he was being “investigatively detained” 

[sic] or for what Det. Hossack was interviewing him was rejected on the basis Det. Hossack told 

him early in their interaction that he was under arrest for murder. On that basis (and despite the 

exchanges that followed), the trial court was satisfied Mr. Beaver “knew exactly why Det. Hossack 

was interviewing him.”20 

Decision of the Alberta Court of Appeal 

[11] In brief reasons, the appellate court dismissed this ground of appeal on the basis that Mr. 

Beaver had “made the same arguments at trial” which “were considered and rejected by the trial 

judge.”21 The appellate court concurred that Mr. Beaver “knew exactly why he was being 

interviewed”.22 Concluding the trial court’s reasons contained no identifiable errors, they were 

endorsed and Mr. Beaver’s appeal on this issue was dismissed. 

PART II   STATEMENT OF ISSUES 
Issue One:   Under what circumstances can police attempts at a “fresh start” insulate 
evidence from admissibility consideration pursuant to s. 24(2) of the Charter 

Issue Two:   Should judicial scrutiny of reasonable and probable grounds be more 
stringent in circumstances where the arrestee was unlawfully detained and police 
have no notes regarding the grounds for arrest or the information relied upon 

Issue Three:   What information must be imparted to a detainee to permit them to 
make a meaningful choice about whether or not to speak with police 

 
18 Ibid, paras 95-96. 
19 Ibid, para 97.  
20 Ibid, para 93. 
21 Appellate Court Memorandum of Judgment, para 29. 
22 Ibid, at paras 28-29. 
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PART III  STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT 

Issue One:   Under what circumstances can police attempts at a “fresh start” insulate 
evidence from admissibility consideration pursuant to s. 24(2) of the Charter 

[12] On this issue, Mr. Beaver adopts the contents of Mr. Lambert’s Memorandum of Argument 

in its entirety.  

Issue Two:   Should judicial scrutiny of reasonable and probable grounds be more 
stringent in circumstances where the arrestee was unlawfully detained and police 
have no notes regarding the grounds for arrest or the information relied upon 

[13] On this issue, Mr. Beaver adopts the contents of Mr. Lambert’s Memorandum of Argument 

in its entirety.  

Issue Three:  What information must be imparted to a detainee to permit them to 
make a meaningful choice about whether or not to speak with police 

[14]  Rooted in the confessions rule, any statement made by an accused to a person in authority 

must be proven voluntary before it becomes admissible. By its very operation, the rule affirms “the 

protection of the accused’s rights and fairness in the criminal process.”23  It is for this reason that 

the Crown must prove full compliance with its requirements beyond a reasonable doubt – the 

highest standard in the criminal law. A violation of the confessions rule always warrants 

exclusion.24  

[15] While the confessions rule traditionally provided a negative right, its modern inception in 

Canada takes a “much broader” approach.25  This contemporary rule responds to situations wherein 

the state’s actions have deprived an accused of meaningful choice about whether to speak or 

remain silent.26  A meaningful choice is an informed one. An awareness of what is at stake is 

centrally important to the making of a meaningful choice.27  Thus, a failure to inform an 

 
23 Oickle, para 69. 
24 R v Singh, 2007 SCC 48 at para 38.  
25 R v Hebert, [1990] 2 SCR 151 at para 83; Oickle, para 25.  
26 R v Paternak, 1995 ABCA 356 at para 12. See also: Singh, para 35; Hebert. 
27 Horvath v R, [1979] 2 SCR 376 at para 90. 
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interviewee of their potential jeopardy can result in a finding of reasonable doubt on 

voluntariness.28 

[16] While the matter is most often addressed through the presence or absence of a police 

caution, instances of the latter have led to uncertainty and disparate outcomes.29 At trial and on 

appeal, Mr. Beaver argued that demonstrable, meaningful knowledge of one’s legal jeopardy is 

critical to the state’s ability to prove a statement was voluntarily made. Both lower courts 

disagreed, concluding the absence of torture, coercion or deliberate bad behavior by police is 

sufficient to prove voluntariness. In both its analysis and its outcome, Mr. Beaver’s case 

exemplifies the ongoing struggle that analyzing meaningful choice poses for both trial and 

appellate courts. 

Issue of National Importance  

[17] The approach of the appellate court in Mr. Beaver’s case pushes the voluntariness inquiry 

towards an objective standard – a jurisprudential trajectory that is both erroneous and ill-advised. 

To the extent the decision finds grounding in the national jurisprudence, it derives from authorities 

wherein asking a motorist if they have been drinking is sufficient to alert them to their present 

jeopardy for an impaired driving charge. However, the difficulties inherent to any expansion of 

this reasoning to ambiguous factual situations is demonstrated by Mr. Beaver’s case. The 

testimony of the first responders was clear – there were no signs of a struggle nor any particular 

belief that a crime had been committed. Despite this evidence from police officers and paramedics 

with the same observational vantage point as Mr. Beaver, two levels of court were prepared to 

infer that he possessed sufficient understanding of his potential jeopardy to make a meaningful 

choice about exercising his right to silence. 

[18] Left unchecked, the appeal court decision expands the reasoning deployed in obvious and 

circumscribed police encounters to criminal investigations where individuals face far more 

 
28 R v Fernandes, 2016 ONCA 772 at para 30. 
29 See, for example: R v Tessier, 2020 ABCA 289 at paras 53, 54, 56, 57, where it was explained 

that the absence of caution explaining the stakes of this decision may make it less likely that the 

accused made a deliberate choice. 
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ambiguous situations (accompanied by exponential increases in their potential legal jeopardy). To 

allow this decision to stand uncorrected is to render the meaningful choice protection meaningless. 

Leave is requested to provide clarity and robustness to this aspect of the voluntariness doctrine. 

PART IV SUBMISSIONS CONCERNING COSTS 

[19] The applicants make no submissions concerning costs. 

PART V NATURE OF ORDER SOUGHT 

[20] The applicants respectfully request leave to appeal to this Court be granted. 

Dated at Calgary, Alberta this 17th day of December, 2020.  

 
 
 
_______________________ 
Kelsey Sitar 
Counsel for the Applicant 
James Andrew Beaver 
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